Data Warehousing: Small or BIG, We Make it Simple.
Fact Sheet
Services

Our Solutions

Organizations today face numerous data challenges, such as the need to make faster and more data-driven
decisions, the need to increase the productivity and flexibility of development staff, and pressure to reduce
overall information technology (IT) budgets while also scaling the infrastructure to meet ever-increasing
demands.



Extended Results has both the experience and the expertise to help enterprises address these challenges.
Our next-generation data management and analysis services deliver increased security, scalability, and
availability to enterprise data and analytical applications, while making them easier to build, deploy, and
manage by your IT organization. We use Microsoft’s SQL Server Fast Track Data Warehouse, a new set of
reference architectures for data warehousing that will help eliminate many of the barriers companies
traditionally face while creating data warehouses.

Consolidation: Reduces hardware and maintenance costs
by providing a flexible server consolidation solution with
enterprise-class manageability and performance.
Data Warehousing: Comprehensive and scalable data
warehouse platform that enables organizations to
integrate data into the data warehouse faster, scale and
manage growing volumes of data and users, while
delivering insights to all users
Business Intelligence: Scalable business intelligence
platforms optimized for data integration, reporting, and
analysis, enabling organizations to deliver intelligence
where users want it.
Application Development: comprehensive data
programmability platform that enables you to access and
manipulate business-critical data from a variety of diverse
devices, platforms, and data.







Our Experience
We have worked with companies of all sizes and with varios
amounts of data:






Microsoft: Xbox Live: OLTP/OLAP- Petabyte
Microsoft: Zune: OLTP/OLAP- Terabyte
Microsoft: Search: OLTP/OLAP- Petabyte
Healthcare: OLTP/OLAP- Gigabyte
Many other companies of smaller sizes

Industries Served






Technology
Finance
Retail
Transportation
Energy







Manufacturing
Healthcare
BioTech
Telecommunications
Government
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